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Abstract/Summary
This thesis is about enhancing audio perception in virtual reality environments taking advantage
of a developed matlab tool for the extraction of HRTFs (see section 1.4.1). The developed
matlab application can be used also by unskilled people and, after a simple installation on a
personal computer, it is ready to be run. When the selection of the best HRTFs set for a subject
is completed, it can be possible to add that information to virtual reality environments. In
particular, tests were done in an android unity based virtual reality environment with a Samsung
Gear + Samsung S7 head-set, taking measurements about perception of sounds with different
HRTFs conditions for different people.
In chapter 1, the main concepts of virtual reality, VAD systems and 3D audio rendering and
spatial hearing are discussed. In chapter 2, the matlab application is presented with a guidline
of how to use it in addition to the physics theory behind it. In chapter 3, additional tools for the
experiment are discussed and illustrated. In the last chapter (4), tests and results for different
subjects are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Virtual Reality
1.1.1 What is Virtual Reality?
Virtual Reality (VR) is the match between ”Virtual”, a simulation of something with electronic
devices and ”Reality”, the perception of the real world where humans live. Normally, it is
implemented by consoles, smartphones and PCs using a visor for the hardware and, for the
software, by some game engines that are able to render this kind of technology. In technical
terms, it is a way to describe a three-dimensional computer generated environment which can
be explored and alterated.
1.1.2 Applications
Nowadays VR is used in many fields, from educational purposes to entertainment, connecting
people, simulations, prototyping, manufacturing, engineering, fashion, tourism, etc...Some of
these application fields have already seen light in markets and common people lives giving the
idea of a strong growing future technology.
Below, some famous examples of VR applications are shown, proving that this new tech-
nology has the potential to make some radical changes in our habits.
Gaming
World-wide gamers had waited for this technology for a very long time. It is a completely
new way of playing video games and interact with artificial intelligence, using more than ever
1
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human senses in a more similar real-life way with respect to screens. Some PC and console
manufacturers have developed some virtual reality games in a very high quality environment
with respect to past. One example is Playstation 4 that has on the market games like: Until
Dawn: Rush of Blood, Batman: Arkham VR, Resident Evil 7 Biohazard and other titles that lots
of people are playing in their consoles in everyday life.
Figure 1.1: Playstation VR and Playstation Move. Picture taken from
https://www.theguardian.com
Educational
Several VR applications have already been tested in schools and online for more immersive
teaching and learning experiences. Entire sites and apps are dedicated to that purpose and
http://immersivevreducation.com is just one of them with different kinds of VR experiences for
all students who wanted to live in first person some events like Apollo 11 moon landing or
a Titanic tour on the boat in 1912. There are lots of surgery simulations too, ready to make
medical preparation stabler, more flexible and possible.
Art-Fashion
Tiltbrush is a VR 3D-painting application made by Google. It permits the user to make 3D
light and colorful painting and drawings surpassing the 2D limitations of paper and pencils. It’s
available online on Steam for about 30$ for HTC Vive. It could be used to have fun and make
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the drawing experience a complete body experience as well as to create some fashion prototypes
that could be shown in a complete 3D virtual environment.
Figure 1.2: Screenshot from the full Youtube presentation: Tilt Brush - Painting from a new
perspective.
Connecting people
In the Oculus Connect 31, the third annual virtual reality developer converence, Facebook CEO
Mark Zuckerberg created a new standard for connecting people. He stayed on the stage for 8
minutes with two his friends that were at their home long away from that event. In that period
of time, they spoke using an avatar that moved hands, had facial expressions and the possibility
to do a lot of VR smart activities. They changed the background during the conversation from
deep ocean, to Mars land and Facebook offices. Moreover, they played some games, like chess
and cards, interacting also with virtual screens and devices that shared that virtual encounter on
Facebook as if it were the real world.
1.1.3 Improving Audio
Some of the above mentioned applications are not striclty related with audio listening. On the
other hand, others are more linked with audio and the perception of sounds. For instance, a
VR concert or game scene, needs a more accurate sound localization for high quality fedelity
representation. That is why it is important to pay attention to audio rendering and spatialization
of sounds. The next sections are about improving audio listening in virtual environments, VADs,
1October 5th - 7th, 2016. http://www.texample.net/tikz/resources/
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Figure 1.3: Screenshot from the full Youtube presentation: Facebook Social VR Demo - Oculus
Connect 2016.
spatialization of sounds and Head-Related Tranfer Functions (see section 1.4.1 for a formal
definition).
1.2 Virtual auditory display (VAD)
A Virtual Auditory Display (VAD) is a system for generating sounds with spatial positional
characteristics and conveying them to a listener.
A dynamic 3-D audio system (like VR), in which the user movements change the sound
environment, requires the following features:
1. Head Tracking: one of the major problems for virtual 3-D audio systems is head move-
ment [5]. Because of that, more attention is assigned to head tracking, which is partic-
ularly important in 3-D virtual environment; in the 1.2.1 subsection the head movement
tracking possible implementations are shown.
2. Fast Processing: the tracking algorithm to make changes in virtual sound properly cor-
respond to changes in the listeners position and orientation. Ideally the brain should not
detect any delay between change in position/orientation and change in sound properties.
That is sure linked also with the device that render the environment regard 3-D audio-
video
3. Accuracy in detecting events: specifically the type of event. For example, an upward-
downward translation should not be reported as a rotation around another axis
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Figure 1.4: Virtual Auditory Display: binaural synthesis. Original picture from [5].
1.2.1 Head Tracking
Visual head tracking systems can be divided in two classes: marker-free systems and marker-
based system. Marker-free systems OR appearance-based methods only exploits optical sensors
to measure movements of the human head. They acquire the information directly from the
recorded images without trying to build a 3-D representation of the users head and they need to
acquire also muscle contractions and relaxation (usually more expensive). Viceversa marker-
based systems OR model-based systems apply identifiers which are placed upon the human head
to capture movements. The following list describes the most common methods for capturing
this ground truth data, in an approximate order from least accurate (coarse) to most accurate
(fine) [18].
• Directional suggestion: A set of markers is placed at different locations around a room
and each subject is asked to direct his head toward each of the locations while a camera
captures discrete images for every location. This technique has two main issues: first, it
assumes that each subject’s head is in the exact same physical location in 3-D space and
second it assumes that a person has the ability to accurately direct their head toward an
object and not always is an automatic accurate task.
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• Directional suggestion with laser pointer: This is similar to the previous one but a laser
pointer is affixed to the subject’s head for detecting better discrete locations in the room
with much higher accuracy from visual feedback. It still assumes that the subjects’ heads
are located at the same point in space such that direction is equivalent to head pose.
• Camera arrays: several cameras at known positions simultaneously capture images of
a persons face from different angles. If each subject head is in the same position during
capture, this method is pretty accurate.
• Magnetic sensors: a magnetic sensor is placed to the head subject and is used to deter-
mine position and orientation angles of the head. They are very accurate but some metal
presence in the environment can cause wrong data.
• Ineritial sensors: inertial sensors utilize accelerometers, gyroscopes, or other motion-
sensing devices. It can be coupled with a Kalman filter to reduce noise.
• Optical motion capture systems: these technologies are robust, expensive deployments
that are most often used for professional cinematic capture of articulated body movement.
They are based on reflective or active makers attached to a person followed by infrared
cameras and supported by accurate software algorithms. They are the top of the tracking
technology.
1.2.2 Transfer effects
Tranfer effects are changes of the standard behaviour/skills of a person during a period of time
due to an event. Studies [13][20] say that VAD can influence perception skills and can produce
changes in abilities using them in real life with a training, creating tranfer effects humans. In
this section two examples of how VADs can be a tool for improving or, in alternative cases,
worsening skills are presented.
1.2.2.1 VADs For Training Skills
Akio Honda et al.2 [13] did a study in which three different groups of people performed auditory
games and were compared to see relsults and skills improvement. The first 10-people group
was exposed to listening with their own3 HRTFs, the second 10-people group used personalized
2Some specific concepts in this paragraph are explained in the next sections
3Own HRTF means that it is measured on a specific subject creating a new one from scratch. Personalized
HRTF means that, using a best match algorithm, will be assigned an already created HRTF set to a selected
subject.
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HRTFs using the DOMISO (see 1.4.4.1 subsection) technique and the last 20-people group was
the control group that localized real sound sources without playing the VAD game. The VAD
game was an acoustic version of the whack-a-mole game called Bee Bee Beat: a honeybee
sound appears and the blindfolded listener has to ”hit” while a background masking music is
played. The player tasks can be summarized as follows: first, the player listens attentively to
the sound of the bees. Secondly the player has to detect the sound using his head for better
understanding where the sounds comes from. Thirdly the player turns to face a location of the
presented target and looks to the sound location and finally can use his hammer to conferme
his/her choice. After that, the player receives a immediate vibration feedback signal from the
hammer and another honeybee is generated. His/her goal is to ”hit” the honeybee as quickly
and correcly as possible.
The two training groups were asked to play the game for seven days (30 min/day) within a
2-week period. The results after these tests reveal that the hits increased and misses decreased
with training, regardless of the type of HRTFs: own or personalized (see fig. 1.5).
After a follow-up test, after one month by the training, the results revealed that by playing
the VAD game:
• Hit Rate: it is increased in the sound localization task for real sound sources by approxi-
mately 20%
• Error Rate: the vertical and horizontal localization error decreased
• Tranfer Effects: they were not diminished, even after 1 month.
This experiment proved that playing the VAD game, sound localization skills had been
transferred and that the personalized-HRTFs DOMISO technique is valid and robust due to
similar performance between own and personalized HRTFs. In conclusion a VAD game can be
an useful tool for training perception and listening skills to use them in real life environment.
1.2.2.2 Ventriloquism
Ventriloquism is a well-known illustration of visuo-auditory integration. It occurs when spatial
discrepancies between synchronized auditory and visual events lead to a single unified percep-
tion, in which location of auditory events are generally biased by visual events. In a study
carried out by Ludivine Sarlat et al. [20], listeners were asked to see, in a virtual reality envi-
ronment, objects with their own sounds but with a disparity of 15 degrees between the visual
event and the concurrent auditory stimulation, without listeners knew about this fact. After that
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Figure 1.5: Mean hits and misses in the VAD game for own HRTFs and personalized HTRFs
groups. The ”fitted” word in the plot has the same meaning as ”personalized”. Original plots
in [13].
”training”, the subjects were tested again in not-ventriloquism ambient and Ludivine Sarlat et
al. noticed that the localization was shifted in both dorsal and frontal hemifields of the listener
proving that tranfer effects are occurred and visual stimuli influence the processing of binaural
directional cues of sound localization.
1.3 General Concepts of Spatial Hearing
In this section, concepts related to spatail hearing, a fundamental subject to understand the
work showed in this thesis, are presented. Firstly perceptual attributes are explained and some
examples are listed of each category. They are followed by the main human body filters and
different types of audio systems are decribed. Secondly it is explained how people perceive
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the two different patterns of auditory perception mod-
ification: (A) pattern of rotation and (B) pattern of translation. White stars represent perceived
locations of auditory stimuli in the pre-training phase and black stars represent perceived posi-
tions of the same stimuli post-training. Original plots from [20].
sound sources and their characteristics [6].
1.3.1 Perceptual Attributes
The listener perception of auditory events is related to main groups of perceptual attributes4:
1. Temporal attributes: rhythm, durability and reverberance are examples of this type
2. Quality attributes: loudness, pitch, timbre are examples of this type
3. Spatial attributes: direction, distance,spatial impression are examples of this type
The work made and explained in this thesis is about the third group of elements that are related
to some effects caused by human body. It is responsible for creating two most relevant cues
called Interaural Level Difference (ILD) and Interaural Time Difference (ITD) and monaural
cues such as the spectral coloration caused by external ear filtering; these cues can be summa-
rized in the Head-Related Tranfer Functions (HRTFs) for the left and right ear, respectively.
Thanks to individual HRTFs for a specific subject, it is possible to render and simulate personal
4Called also elemental senses
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filtering for the presentation of virtual sound sources via headphones: this is called binaural syn-
thesis. Actually the complete apparatus called Virtual Auditory Display (VAD)5 uses, for each
signal, a pair of HRTFs based on the listener-source relation and a pair of Headphones Tranfer
Functions (HpTFs) based on the acoustic properties of the playback device used by the listener.
That is why generally references mention them as ”sets of HRTFs” highlighting the existence
of more pairs of HRTFs (left+right) for each available source-listener measurement/simulation.
1.3.2 Main Human Body Filters
• Head: It is a rigid object between the ears and acts as an obstacle for the propagation of
the sound, so it is the cause of two main effects. Interaural Time Differences (ITD) is be-
cause sound waves have to travel to the other farthest ear and Interaural Level Difference
(ILD) is due to the ”shadowed” effect by the presence of the head.
• External Ear: it is divided in the pinna and ear canal until the eardrum. After the
eardrum there is the middle and internal ear. It behaves like an acoustic antenna capable
of amplify some frequencies and attenuate others
Figure 1.7: External Ear: (a) pinna (b) ear canal
• Torso and shoulders: they contribute to add additional reflections that are added to the
direct sound and they have a shadowing effect for sounds coming from below. The most
famous way to describe it is the ”snowman model” (see fig. 1.8). Thanks to torso and
shoulders, one ear listens to one initial pulse, followed by a series of subsequent pulses
that are more delayed when the elevation becomes higher.
5See Section 1.2
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Figure 1.8: Effects of torso and shoulders: (a) reflections (b) shadowing
1.3.3 Perception of sound source location
• Azimuth: the horizontal perception of sounds has two key components called the ITD
and ILD effects, which couple is usually called Duplex Theory. People can hardly un-
derstand the horizontal direction of a high frequency sine wave, viceversa they can better
dectect low frequency sounds (ITD). The IDT at high frequencies is more marked with
respect to the low ones. Both effects are exploited together to provide azimuth perception
throughout the audible frequency range.
• Elevation: there are some conical surfaces called cones of confusions where sound sources
located on those areas produce identical values of ITD and ILD. In these zones there is
an higher front/back confusion because of almost6 identically values of ITDs and ILDs.
Spectral notches can be used to localize sound in elevation through spectral analysis. The
attenuation of particular frequencies by the pinna provides information about the vertical
dimension.
• Distance: wihout other information, intensity is the primary distance cue used by listeners
who, learning from expeirence can understand how far is the sound source that generates
that sound. The perceived magnitude of intensity is called loudness. Another aspect that
is related with distance is familiarity with the sound: if the subject knows that usually that
sound comes from a certain distance, probably when he/she listens to it again will be able
to assign a specific distance based on previous experiences.
• Dynamic: this is the last aspect which helps listeners to perceive sound sources location:
6Due to facial features and asymmetries, they are not usually exactly equals
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it is related to the listener position changes.
1.3.4 Systems for spatial audio rendering
• Stereo: the simplest way to enable spatial sound. Due to the fact that signal is divided
in the left and right part, each of them is sent to the appropriate loudspeaker, creating a
different perception of the sources of sounds. If listener correctly positioned at the right
distance from both of them, he/she can listen to a ”phantom source” in the middle of the
two channels, succeeding in listening to all the possible combinations of position sources
between the full range Left-Right.
• Multichannel systems: this technology is highly advanced and the idea behind that is to
have different channels for each possible direction, including above and below. The result
can be obtained using several loudspeakers in every needed direction and a bigger one for
the non-directional low frequency sounds.
Both Stereo and Multichannel systems based on loudspeakers, suffer from the cross-talk
effect, that is the fact that the sound emitted by one loudspeaker will be always heard by
both ears. There are some cross-talk cancellation techniques using a pre-process aiming
at cancelling the signal that arrives to the other ear.
• Headphone-based: usually used in HRTF experiments thanks to their positive aspects,
instead of other type of systems, they are different from the previous ones for the nature
of how they work. They are small and portable, each ear can have a distinct separate
signal helping to design 3-D sound rendering algorithms and they eliminate the room
reverberation that could be created by loudspeakers. However, they are unconfortable to
wear for long periods and could not have flat-frequency responses maybe compromizing
spatialization effects.
1.4 How to obtain HRTFs
1.4.1 What is a HRTF?
A HRTF is the Fourier Transform of the Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR) that is the
impulse response from the source to the eardrum produced by the sound pressure generated by
an arbitrary sound source to the eardrum.
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The HRTF is a function of three spatial coordinates and frequency, in fact HRTF filters are
unique for every position and angle of incidence. In this context the horizontal and vertical an-
gular coordinates are called azimuth and elevation noted as θ and φ, while the radial coordinate
is named range and noted as r. The general writing for a HRTF is as follows:
H(L,R) = (r, θ, φ, ω) (1.1)
where the superscripts (L), (R) indicate the HRTF at the left or right ear. If r > 1 we can
say we are in a far field and the following notation can be used:
H(L,R) = (θ, φ, ω) (1.2)
So, formally we can define the HRTF at one ear as the frequency-dependent ratio between
the sound pressure level (SPL) Φ(L,R)(θ, φ, ω) at the corresponding eardrum and the free-field
SPL at the center of the head Φf (ω)
H(X)(θ, φ, ω) =
Φ(X)(θ, φ, ω)
Φf (ω)
(1.3)
where X is L or R.
Figure 1.9: (a) Vertical-polar coordinate system (b) interaural-polar coordinate system.
When HRTFs in a VAD are not personalized to a specific listener, the accuracy of localiza-
tion is often low and produces large localization errors, typically appearing as frequent front-
back confusion and lack of externalization [23].
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1.4.2 Limitations
One of the main limitations of virtual reality binaural audio personalization and commercial-
ization is the hard work behind the creation of the individual Head-Related Tranfer Functions
(HRTFs) that captures all of the physical effects creating a personal perception of audio. The
measurement of a listener’s own HRTFs in all directions requires a special measuring apparatus
and a long measurement time, (see sections below) often a too heavy task to do for each subject
involved in an experiment/test. That is why often alternative ways are used to measure HRTFs
giving to a subject a personalized, but not individually created, HRTFs set: a trade off between
quality and cost of the measure [11] [7].
1.4.3 Individual/Own
The standard setting for individual HRTF measurement is in an anechoic chamber with a set of
loudspeakers mounted on a geodesic sphere (with a radius of at least one meter in order to avoid
near-field effects) at fixed intervals in azimuth and elevation. The listener, seated in the center
of the sphere, has microphones in his/her ears. After the set up is complete HRIRs are measured
playing analytic signals and recording responses producted at the ears for each position.
The goal is to extract the set of HRTFs for every user who wanted to have their individ-
ual/own transfer function. There are some negative aspects in that, such as listener’s movements
limited to a few positions and the specific locations, that have their own characteristics, used to
extract the HRTF sets. Moreover, repeatability of HRTF measurements are still a delicate issue
[2].
1.4.4 Personalized/Generalized
The personalized HRTFs are chosen among already built HRTFs sets instead of doing the in-
dividualized procedure. In fact this procedure is based on the match between tested subjects
and database subjects already stored. The most interesting and important part, is the method of
how is assigned a particular set of HRTFs to a subject instead of to another set. Researchers
are finding different ways to deal with this issue and there are different more or less expensive
alternatives using different hardware and/or software tools. Some practical useful methods here
are proposed to get personalized HRTFs for tested subjects:
• DOMISO7 Tournament [14] [24]
7Determination method of OptimuM Impulse-response by Sound Orientation
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Figure 1.10: HRTF measurement setup at the Acoustics Research Institute, Austrian Academy
of Sciences, Vienna. Original picture from [8].
• Two Steps Selection [20]
• Matching anthropometric ear parameters [25]
• Drawing Pinna Contours [12] [19] [22]
1.4.4.1 DOMISO
In this technique [14][24], subjects can choose their most suitable HRTFs from among many,
taken from a database following a tounament-style listening tests. The database (corpus) is
built using different subjects, storing 120 sets of HRTFs, one set per listener. The method is
described as follows:
1. From among all 120 sets of HRTFs, 32 sets of HRTFs in the corpus are selected ran-
domly.
2. An orbit consisting of 13 virtual sound images (one-second-long pink noise, 16 bits,
fs = 48kHz) for every 30 degrees counterclockwise from the front of a listener in the
horizontal plane is prepared using the selected 32 sets of HRTFs.
3. The outline of this orbit of the virtual sound images is shown to listeners as an illustration
before the listening test
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4. Tournament matches are scheduled for 32 orbits rendered by the 32 sets of HRTFs.
5. In a session (or a match), the listener selects one of two orbits that better resembles the
instructed orbit. The selected orbit is the winner. The winner then proceeds to subsequent
matches.
6. Finally, one set of HRTFs wins the tournament; it is selected as the personalized set of
HRTFs.
Actually the tournament is not a pure Swiss-style tournament but it has a small modification.
In a Swiss-style tournament, a match is scheduled between same-time winners. The variation of
this style avoids the defeat of two strong sets of HRTFs at early stages of the tournament using
a ”second chance” criterion able to recycle HRTF sets already discarded (see fig. 1.11).
Figure 1.11: DOMISO method for choosing personalized HRTFs. Original picture from [14].
There are some advantages with respect to measuring individualized HRTFs:
1. Easy task: a listener judges the equality of the perceived orbit. Therefore, the task for a
listener is simple.
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2. Speedy: the time cost for individualization is very low (about 15 min), while the mea-
surement time to construct the individualized HRTFs set, required two hours per listener.
New techniques were created after this paper for fast individual HRTF measurements that
require from 15min to 30min. [17]
The quality performances of this technique were evaluated (see fig 1.12) by Yukio Iwaya
[14] that proved that the personalized DOMISO HRTFs results were similar to individualized
HRTFs ones but very different from the away condition (totally random HRTF, that could not
win the tournament).
Figure 1.12: Front-Back Error Rate conditions. The word individualized used by Yukio Iwaya
in his paper [14] is meant to be ”Personalized”.
1.4.4.2 Two Steps Selection
This is a technique based on two different steps. Usually the first step selects from a complete
initial pool of HRTF sets, one subset, eliminating the worse ones. The second step selects the
best match between the database subject and the tested one operating on the obtained subset.
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Different researchers have done several two-steps techniques, each one with its pro and
cons. It has been decided to include the Ludivine Sarlat et al. method. used in their work about
ventriloquism [20].
The Ludivine Sarlat et al. method is divided in two parts each one done in different days:
top-10 HRTF selection and winner.
In the first part, the subject has to listen to 49 stimuli of white Gaussian noise with the
duration of 300 ms, 5ms raise/fall and elevation 0◦. His/her job is to accept or reject stimuli
according to the fact that the trajectory has to create a regular and horizontal circle around
him/her hearing the sounds outside the head. In this way 10 HRTFs are selected using previous
decisions of the subject.
In the second part, for each of the 10 HRTFs previously selected, 16 auditory stimuli similar
to the already used ones are presented but convolved at −45◦,−15◦, 15◦, 45◦ as regards the
azimuth and 0◦ as regards the elevation. Like before, the subject has to select HRTFs saying
which stimuli are in the front or back hemifield pressing a key.
1.4.4.3 (Matching) Anthropometric ear parameters
This method [25] is based on finding the best match to the external ear shape of a subject using
the seven distances, included in the CIPIC8 database (see fig 1.13). The procedure begins with
digital photos of the two ears and the frontal and back side of the body. The seven measurements
d1, d2, ..., d7 are called in order: cavum concha height, cymba concha height, cavum concha
width, fossa height, pinna height, pinna width and intertragal incisure width. After that, the
k-subject match can be calculated with the following formula:
Ek =
7∑
i=1
(d˜i − dki )2
σ2i
(1.4)
where d˜i i = 1, 2, .., 7 is the value of the ith parameter and dki is the value of the same
parameter for the kth subject of the CIPIC database and σ2i is the variance of the i
th parameter
across all subjects in the database.
Done all calculations, the best match across all distances is selected as:
k = argminEk
k
(1.5)
A Head-and-torso (HAT) model, snowman is the easiest one, can be added to the previous
8See next chapter
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Figure 1.13: CIPIC database pinna measurements. Original picture from [1].
one to improve results and make it better also in presence of low frequencies.
1.4.4.4 Drawing Pinna Contours
This part is explained in details because it will be the method used to select HRTFs in the
chapter 2.The fundamental parts of this method are the pinna anatomy (contours) and acoustic
reflections caused by it. In the ray-tracing reflection models, a sound is simplified assuming it
like a ray rather than a wave. This simplification is correct as long as the wavelength of the
sound is smaller in comparison with dimensions of the involved reflection surfaces, and this is
the case where spectral notches due to pinna reflections appear (f > 6KHz). In fig. 1.14 a
HRIR measurement taken from CIPIC database can be seen where body reflections are visible
[19].
The main idea behind the HRTF extraction is that because of reflections and incidence angles
in elevation mainly, spectral nothces are generated. Thanks to them it is possible to understand
antropometric distances of the pinna and choose the best match between CIPIC subjects and
tested one. [12] [22].
Reflection Model
The extraction of HRTFs using reflections and contours is based on some physics effects affect-
ing listened sounds. In particular, the distance between the pinna reflection point and the focus
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Figure 1.14: The HRIR shown as a mesh plot for the right ear for subject 10 in the CIPIC
database for azimuth angle θ = 0◦ for all elevations varying from −45◦ to +230.625◦. The
faint initial pulse, the torso reflection, and the knee reflection can be clearly seen in this plot.
Original plot from [19].
point can be formalized as follows:
dc(φ) =
ctd(φ)
2
(1.6)
where td(φ) is elevation-dependent temporal delay between the direct and the reflected wave
and c is the speed of sound.
Assuming the reflection coefficient to be positive, and remembering that the frequency is
the reciprocal of the period, a notch is created at all frequencies where reflection’s phase shift
equal to pi:
fn(φ) =
2n+ 1
2td(φ)
=
c(2n+ 1)
4dc(φ)
(1.7)
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Figure 1.15: Simplified reflection model for pinna spectral nothces. φ is the incident angle
where the direct wave gets reflected from the concha. The delay space is d doubled because of
to and fro of the sound. Original picture from [19].
where n ∈ N. Thus, the first notch frequency is found when n = 0, giving the following
result:
f0(φ) =
c
4dc(φ)
(1.8)
Actually, studies [21] proved that almost 80% of CIPIC subjects exhibit a clear negative
reflection in their HRIRs: in fact a more accurate model can be made. When negative reflections
appear, notches are found at full-wavelenght delays and not anymore at half-wavelenght ones.
That is why, the new reflection equations can be written as:
fn(φ) =
n+ 1
td(φ)
=
c(n+ 1)
2dc(φ)
(1.9)
where n ∈ N and
f0(φ) =
c
2dc(φ)
(1.10)
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Figure 1.16: Pinna anatomy and the five chosen contours for the matching procedure. Original
picture from [22].
Pinna Contours
The second crucial element to this extraction method is pinna and its contours. In a human body
pinna, five different contours can be identified according to [22] (see fig. 1.16)
1. Helix border (C1)
2. Helix inner wall (C2), the more external one
3. Concha outer border (C3)
4. Antihelix and concha inner wall (C4), pretty much in the middle of the pinna
5. Crus helias inferior surface (C5), the most internal part
After some experiments, the results [22] proved that three main notches are linked to three
different reflections on the concha border, antihelix/concha wall and helix.
That is why the previous model of five contours can be simplified and reduced to the three
main contours (see fig. 1.17):
• First contour: helix border (C1)
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Figure 1.17: Example of the Focus Point and the three main Pinna Contours. Original picture
from [12].
• Second contour: antihelix and Concha inner wall (C2)
• Third contour: concha outer border (C3)
Subject Mismatch
Based on the previous concepts, the HRTF mismatch between two subjects can be defined by
the following equation:
m =
1
n
n∑
i=1
wi
Nϕ
∑
ϕ
|f i0(ϕ)− F i0(ϕ)|
F i0(ϕ)
(1.11)
where n is the number of contours that are considered,wi is a convex combination of weights
and ϕ spans all the [−45◦,+45◦] frontal elevation angles for which the ith notch is present in the
corresponding HRTF and Nϕ ∈ {1, 2, ..., 17} is the number of actual sums done in the internal∑
, i.e. when f i0(ϕ) 6= 0 ∧ F i0(ϕ) 6= 0. ϕ assumes 17 different values on steps of 90
◦
17−1 = 5.625
◦
each: it is worthwhile to mention that this is because those 17 steps are the most informative
ones as regards frequency notches. f i0(φ) =
c
2dc(φ)
are the frequencies extracted from the image
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and contours of the tested subjects and F i0 are the notch frequencies extracted of the available
median-plane HRTFs thanks to the structural decomposition algorithm [10].
A subject will receive the HRTFs set with the lowest m among all available HRTF notch
tracks.
In the next chapter it is shown how to adapt these concepts and apply them to a matlab
application that will be able to find the best match between a CIPIC ID and a selected subject.
Chapter 2
Extraction of HRTFs using Matlab
The first task done was to modify and enhance an already existing matlab program created to
select the best HRTFs set from the CIPIC database, starting from pinna images of the selected
subject.
The goal of this task is to have a better HRTF set to be loaded in the virtual reality environ-
ment and obtain better results, especially in vertical dimension, rather than using, for example,
the generic KEMAR functions (CIPIC ID 21,165).
The real need of this approach was to give to unskilled people too, the possibility to extract
and use, in a efficient way, personalized HRTFs. That is why a complete, light and easy-to-use
graphic program, provided in a package/installer, has been created.
CIPIC HRTF Database
One possibility for using public databases is the CIPIC, created at the U. C. Davis CIPIC In-
terface Laboratory. The first release had HRIRs for 45 subjects at 25 different azimuths and 50
different elevations, for a total of 1250 directions (see fig 2.1). In addition, the CIPIC database
includes a set of anthropometric measurements useful for scaling studies (see fig 1.13) [1].
2.1 How To Use It
This section describes only the features of the program from the point of view of the user. All
technical details are proposed to the next sections.
A complete installation package of the application is provided to the user and it needs to be
installed using the Matlab Runtime. After the installation, the program is ready to be used.
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Figure 2.1: All locations of data points in the (a) front and (b) side of CIPIC subjects. Original
picture from [1].
Subject Information
The main GUI called ”Subject HRTF selection” has the task to manage subjects, all of them
organized using a list on the left of the screen (fig. 2.2). Thanks to the three different buttons
”Add Subject”, ”Update Subject” and ”Delete Subject” and some text-fields used to assign to
each subject his/her own information, it is possible to manage the subject list in an efficient and
organized way.
For each subject stored in the list, an image of the left ear can be assigned with the button
”Choose ear image”: the image will be shown in the middle of the GUI when a name from the
list is clicked. In case of a subject without a loaded ear image, a ”No Image” writing appears
instead of it.
Trace Ear
After loading the personal left or right ear image of a subject, it can be traced clicking on the
button ”Trace Ear”. Done that, two parameters are loaded: the ”Contours” and ”Ear Canal”
(N and K) text-fields are passed to the new GUI that is opened on the click of the ”Trace Ear”
button (fig. 2.3). In the trace-ear GUI the user has to draw by hand N C1 contours following the
image as guideline. After that, the user has to point K positions of the ear canal entrance. The
main reason of drawing and pointing several times the same object is twofolded: inaccuracy by
the user, and the inherent ambiguities in the 2D picture (contour not visible, ear canal entrance
not well defined). Thus, in this application, it is possible to use average positions instead of
trying to find the optimal one. A pixel-to-meter tool is used to convert each cropped image
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Figure 2.2: Main Matlab Application GUI
lenght and make them possible to be compared.
In this GUI there are two checkboxes to improve the usability of the tracing task: the first
one is the ”Stored Traced Contours” that shows the already drawn contours in the previous
draw session. The second one called ”Current traced contours” is about not erasing the current
contours already drwan in the current session.
Results
The last step necessary to obtain the best match between the tested subject and the CIPIC is to
click ”Process Contours”. The matlab application will process all the subject’s data and give
as output three .pdf files, each one related to the three classifications seen before1. Moreover
a fourth score .pdf file is processed and given to the user as the best match classification. The
lowest score assigned to the CIPIC ID will be the best choice.
Additional Features
Clicking on the toolbar of the main GUI, it is possible to view all the four .pdf result files of
a previous tested and selected subject in the list and to change the default parameters like the
1Average Mismatch, Average Rank, Appearance in Top-M.
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Figure 2.3: Trace: N-Contours (a), K-Ear Canals (b)
pixel-to-meters factor, K and N . Moreover, some additional useful operations like clear the
database and rotate images can be performed.
2.2 Technical Details
This section explains in datail how the Matlab code extracts the information needed to assign to
a tested subject a CIPIC ID. This method is described in section 1.4.4.4 as a quality improve-
ment and easy of use. Michele Geronazzo et. al. [12] studied the three main contours and their
associated reflections, concluding that the best results criterion is to assign the whole weight to
w1 = 1, i.e. considering only the C1 contour. Thus, the formula of the mismatch becomes:
m(k,n) =
1
Nϕ
∑
ϕ
|f (k,n)0 (ϕ)− F0(ϕ)|
F0(ϕ)
(2.1)
where (k, n) with (0 ≤ k < K) and (0 ≤ n < N) is referring to a one particular couple of
traced contour and ear canal position. To create a complete reliable HRTFs extraction tool, the
user has to draw N times the C1 contour and K times the focus point/ear canal. This multiple
tracking improvement increases the robustness of the application and decreases drawing human
faults. In fact an average and standard deviation calculations are needed to give reliable and
complete results, processing all possible mismatches linked to K × N pairs (k, n). When the
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user has drawn K × N objects, f0 is calculated and stored into a file. It is a K · N × 17
matrix where the rows are the experiments and the columns are the number of elevations of
ϕ utilized in calculations. In the ’Data Processing’ phase, it will be compared to F0 , another
matrix, extracted from each CIPIC subject HRIRs, that contains all the available notch tracks.
2.2.1 Data Processing
To give a solid ranked scored list of CIPIC IDs as output, it has been decided to use three differ-
ent less and less precise ordered classifications and calculate the score as a linear combination
of these. Each one is created by one of the three basic matrices below (each represented by a2
K ·N × 43 matrix):
1. Mismatch Matrix: the most specific one gives, for each CIPIC ID, the mismatch as-
signed to each pair (k, n), calculated with the equation 2.1.
2. Ranked Matrix: the intermediate of the three classifications, it gives the ranked position
of each CIPIC ID, for each pair (k, n). It is created from the Mismatch Matrix by sorting
each row as an indipendent array and substituting each mismatch value with the ranking
position of the sorted array.
3. Top-M Matrix: the less informative and more general matrix is based on the M parame-
ter, that counts, for each pair (k, n), how many times that CIPIC ID is in the top-M ranked
classification. It is created from the Ranked Matrix by substituting each ranked position
with a 1 if it is in the Top-M classification, 0 otherwise.
Having obtained all the three basic matrices, some operations can be done on those struc-
tures to create a better compact view of the results. For each basic matrix, a new ordered overall
version is calculated, allowing to understand the global results about a CIPIC ID. In particular
the three new matrices are the following:
1. Average Mismatch: created from Mismatch Matrix doing calculations by columns, it has
43 rows like the number of CIPIC IDs and 3 columns that stand for Average Mismatch,
Standard Deviation and CIPIC ID
2. Average Rank: created from Average Matrix doing calculations by columns, it has 43
rows like the number of CIPIC IDs and 3 columns that stand for Average Rank, Standard
Deviation and CIPIC ID
2Number of CIPIC subjects with the C1 contour notches information
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Figure 2.4: Processing Matrices
3. Occurences in Top-M: created from Top-M Matrix doing calculations by columns, it has
43 rows like the number of CIPIC IDs and 2 columns that stand for Number of occurences
(in Top-M) and CIPIC ID
2.2.2 Scoring CIPIC IDs
The final score assigned to a CIPIC ID is given by a combination of each score of the three
above matrices (see below).
It has been decided that each matrix score is assigned in the following way:
1. Average Mismatch: the CIPIC ID at the ith position gets i points
2. Average Rank: the CIPIC ID at the ith position gets i points
3. Appearance in Top-M: the scoring of this classification can be seen in fig. 2.5.
It’s important to highlight that this is a crucial point of this work because there can be lots of
different possible weighted ways of assigning scores able to modify the final results and HRTFs
choices. This method has been chosen due to its balanced and rational nature of scoring each
matrix and the way of finding the final score (see below).
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Figure 2.5: Scoring Occurrences in Top-M
In the main GUI there are three different checkboxes to select which classifications the user
wants to include in the score. Let beBY a ’boolean’ value that is 1 if the checkbox Y = 1, 2, 3 is
selected and 0 otherwise. The final score is assigned to each CIPIC ID following this criterion:
S =
3∑
Y=1
SY ·BY (2.2)
where SY is the score of a CIPIC ID given by the Y matrix. The best CIPIC ID is the one
with the lowest score.
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Chapter 3
Personalized-Audio VR Tools
In this chapter different tools used in this project for the binaural audio rendering and environ-
ment creation are explained. The first part is about the installation and utilization of HOBA.
Technical details and the choices on the market for the VR implementation then follow. The
block scheme of the applications is depicted in fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Block scheme of application tools.
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3.1 HOBA: HRTFs On-demand for Binaural Audio
HOBA (HRTFs On-demand for Binaural Audio) framework enables custom HRTFs in browser
spatial audio rendering applications. Not only some free software applications are required to
be downloaded, but the HOBA web application for the audio rendering is also needed. Prereq-
uisites will be examinated and illustrated in the following subsection.
3.1.1 Prerequisites
Before running the VAD system it is needed to install and configure a bridge that will be used
to send listener’s data to a web browser application and to render the HRTFs based on those
information.
Node.js and nmp
Node.js is a light and efficient runtime JavaScript environment, built on Chrome’s JavaScript V8
engine. It’s open source and usually used to develop a variety of server tools and applications.
The OSC bridge is based on that environment so it is required to be installed.
Open Sound Control (OSC)
Open Sound Control is a protocol for muscial performance or show control that is a useful
tool for interoperability, accuracy and flexibilty. In order to install the bridge, it is required to
use nmp package manager for JavaScript using the following commands given by the shell or
Windows prompt:
• cd osc2ws
• npm install ws
• npm install osc
Once it is accomplished, in order to run the HOBA application, the starting command node
osc2ws.js is needed.
By default, OSC UDP messages received from port 7400 are routed to the browser web-
socket port 8081. These parameters can be changed in the osc2ws.js source code.
After setting up the bridge, the web application hoba-oscdemo.html must be run by a browser
(Mozilla FireFox suggested, see fig. 3.3). After that, the message A Web Socket connection has
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Figure 3.2: Launch The Bridge
been established! is shown in the previous shell/prompt screen and everything is ready to begin
the customized audio render!
3.1.2 HOBA Application
The HOBA web application (see fig. 3.3) is divided in three parts. The left part is called
soundpool and it allows to choose a sound source to be rendered, from a pool of .wav files.
The central part is called sources and it loads selected sources and make them play using seven
cursors. The right part is called listener and thanks to nine cursors it manages the position of
the listener-sources.
Figure 3.3: HOBA Demo Running
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3.1.3 From Sofa to WAVH
Spatially Oriented Format for Acoustics (SOFA) is a file format for storing spatially oriented
acoustic data. It is flexible to describe multiple conditions (listeners, distances, etc..) in a single
file, supporting compression for efficient data transfer and storage [8]. It aims at storing data
representing HRTFs in a general way powering more complex data like binaural or directional
room impulse responses (BRIRs, DRIRs). All the CIPIC subjects SOFA files are downlodable
from the official SOFA site1.
Conventions
SOFA supports different types of conventions, that are basically specifications of how data and
metadata have to be stored. One of the most important conventions, useful to this work, is
the SimpleFreeFieldHRIR. It considers measured HRIRs with an omnidirectional source for a
single listener. This convention describes source position, such as azimuth, elevation and radius,
and other important information e.g. variation in head tilt or listener position with respect to the
center of the measurement setup.
WAVH
In order to have personalized HRTFs, the CIPIC-Subject-XYZ-Hrir-final.sofa files are processed
one single time each to be converted in the WAVH file format: they will be used in the web
browser application to render sounds.
One option to encapsulate this data into WAVH files is to use a chunk-based Resource In-
terchange File Format (RIFF). The WAVH structure includes chunks inside it and each of them
has the fundamentals stored data: elevation, azimuth, distance, itdL, itdR.
Two advantages are brought by using WAVH format: WAVH files are already supported in
WEB Audio API and the chuncked nature of his implementation makes it easier to expand for
future updates and specs [8].
3.1.4 HpTFs and Headphones
Among all possible choices, it has been decided to use the Sennheiser HD600 headphones
thanks to their open nature and flat frequency response.
In order to balance the sounds produced by the VR application and rendered by HOBA, it
was decided add an equalizer to the rendering system. Equalizer APO is a parametric/graphic
1https://www.sofaconventions.org/data/database/cipic/
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equalizer for Windows able to add high and low pass filters in addition to a specific Headphones
Transfer Funcion. The specific HpTF (see fig. 3.4) was added to the system as first step. After
that, the high-pass filter was set to 159, 97Hz and the low-pass filter was set to 20KHz. Finally,
a preamplification of 17.80dB was added to make the sound clearer and louder for the subjects.
Figure 3.4: Sennheiser HD600 HpTF loaded in the APO Equalizer.
3.2 VR in Unity
Before starting to explain how we created our framework for the experiment, it will be shortly
described how each piece of the puzzle is used to create the ending scene. Starting by giving the
idea behind a game engine and continue with a comparison of popular game engines, Virtual
Reality will be explained and analyzed in its shapes.
3.2.1 Software: Game Engines
The videogames industry has grown exponentally in the last years and several of firms have
decided to invest in that direction for their future. Because of the internet and an average ”fast”
connection, people have the possibility to learn at low costs more than ever before, thanks to
official or unofficial good quality tutorials and courses. That is why, some game engine com-
panies have decided to make their full framework available to people in different subscription
forms (Personal, Plus/Base, Premium/Pro).
These are names to identify which subscription suits better (price, service) for those who
want to begin to create their own game. The Personal licence is suggested to people who are
not interested in selling their applications in markets or in any other commercial form. The
Personal licence has limitations in how applications can be developed. The Plus/Base licence
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is for people that want to earn money from their games or are using the engine in their own
company for business: it has some advantages compared to the first one but still there are some
limitations compared to the Premium/Pro licence. This last one, in fact, offers what a person or a
company needs in order to begin programming their own complete game with special discounts,
unlimited earning possibilities, access to private source codes, special supports, etc...
What is a Game Engine?
A game engine is basically a complete software framework that permits people that are using
it to create games in a easy way, focusing more on the fun and the gameplay part instead of
low level details. Besides, game engines exploit programming code scripts that can already be
written in some downloadable assets following easy tutorials or forums.
Comparison of Engines
Here is the list of the most popular game engines:
• CryEngine: created by Crytek GmbH, it is a supreme visual game engine powering the
famous Far Cry and Crysis series of games
• Frostbite: from EA Dice, used to power the Battlefield and the new Battlefront star wars
series
• Gamebryo: used for Fallout 3 & Fallout: New Vegas
• IdTech: created by idSoftware, one of the oldest engines, appeared in Doom series in
1993
• IWEngine: based on IdTech, used mostly for Call Of Duty game series
• Unity: popular engine for a high-quality indie (indipendent, not supported by publishers)
and mobile games
• Unreal Engine: created by Epic Games, used in the Unreal Tournament, Mass Effect and
Gears of War series
As already said, few of them, in particular Unity, Cry and Unreal are the famous ones
opened to personal developement (paid or free) just with an online subscription. So, how can
we choose among them? In section 3.2.3 pro/cons and engines choice will be explained.
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3.2.2 Hardware: How to run VR
VR in the Market
There are lots of types of VR consoles and headsets. The top level visors used by console/PC
and the most famous and prestigious are Oculus Rift, PlayStation VR and the HTC Vive.
• Oculus Rift was developed by Palmer Luckey and funded via Kickstarter. The Rift plugs
into your computer’s DVI and USB ports and tracks your head movements to provide 3D
imagery on its stereo screens.
• Playstation VR is of course created by Sony Playstation 4 and it is a good compromise
for quality and price, giving a complete affordable not-top-level visor to everyone who
can not afford an expensive one.
• The HTC Vive is made in collaboration with PC games giant Valve. It works with Valve’s
Mammoth gaming ecosystem and it achieves high quality at a high price.
A second category of headsets is represented by those compatible with smartphones. The
most famous headsets are: Samsung Gear (2016), Google Cardboard and Google Daydream
view.
• Samsung Gear is a low cost visor (but expensive compared to the other visors of this
category) compatible only with the top level smartphones of that company: Galaxy Note
7, S7, S7 Edge, Note 5, S6, S6 Edge or S6 Edge+. It has also a touch controller to interact
with VR applications.
• Google CardBoard is the cheapest visor. It is made by unexpensive components and it
could be the best choice to join the Virtual Reality world.
• Google Daydream view is one of the best quality/price models.
3.2.3 Selected Components
Software choice: Unity
The choice was among the above three engines. Which is the best for this thesis purpose? The
choice must meet these requirements and characteristics:
• Easy to use and learn
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• Free and without too big limitations
• VR compatible with the cheapest headsets (VR visors).
Cry Engine has only paid subscriptions at the moment, so it was not the best choice. Unreal
is pretty famous for heavy console and PC games compared to Unity which is famous online
for supporting instead indie games. Actually both have some little pros and cons, but nothing
really relevant. However at the moment Unity appears to be the most widely used engine in
academic research. In particular, there was the opportunity to access some Unity applications
already tested by collegues from Alborg University Copenhagen (AAC): it was easier to learn
from those than creating new ones from scratch.
Hardware choice: Android Smartphone Galaxy S7 and Gear VR
The hardware was limited by an average budget and the idea of finding a lot of possible ap-
plications using the same device. Consoles and PCs were too expensive and too specific for
the purpose. A great device combination in the smartphone category is the Samsung Galaxy
S6-S7 and the Samsung Gear VR headset able to render great android applications and make
the user feel very confortable with virtual environments. That is why that specific combination
was chosen to be used in the experiment, having the possibility to buy a Samsung Galaxy S7
instead of a Galaxy S6.
Chapter 4
The Experiment & Results
4.1 Localization Test
A localization test is a task that implies localize sounds coming from different directions. We
evaluated localization performances of 15 subjects. The idea behind the experiment was to test
three different HRTF sets (A,B,C) and compare them in order to give a ranked classification for
the HRTF selection process.
All the tested subjects were in a silent booth in three different days of the same week for
an average of 50min per subject. Each subject had to complete three different sessions using,
without knowing the order, the A, B and C HRTF conditions.
4.1.1 Apparatus
HW/SW Setup
The experimental setup is based on all HW/SW tools presented in chapter 3. The Samsung
Galaxy S7 is coupled with the Samsung Gear VR for the 3D video rendering. A PC is running
the complete HOBA environment receiving using a wireless communication through a router
the coordinates pointed by the tested subject in the Unity application. All the sounds are listened
using Sennheiser HD600 headphones.
Unity Scene
Inside a 1m sphere, the subject was free to look around and select using a virtual laser pointer,
moved by the head, the supposed directions of the generated sound sources tapping on the
Samsung Gear VR touchpad. The surrounding environment included a blue sky and a green
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Figure 4.1: Experimental Conditions: the subject was closed in the silent booth with the light
turned off for the entire experiment
grass garden. After each tap, the user had to point again on the origin of the sphere, a brown
cube at the position (0, 0), waiting for two seconds of silence and follow again the burst sound
for another three seconds, iterating the procedure.
The localization test procedure is based on the guidelines provided in a previous paper [12].
Each subject has to complete a block of stimuli in order to proceed with the following one,
changing HRTF set, doing a 3 minutes of pause between each block to decrease the possible
fatigue of the experiment and fill the session questionnaire.
After 3 blocks with three different HRTF sets, the results are ready to be processed by some
scripts or excel files. Session data are stored in the smartphone storage using the .txt format: the
filename is the number of the experimental subject followed by the condition used.
4.1.2 Stimuli
Sound Sources
Each of the three experimental blocks were made on several trials. In particular a block is a
series of 25 stimuli composed by a train of three 40-ms gaussian noise bursts with 30-ms of
silence between each burst, repeated six times (to a total of 3s). This sounds have been proved
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Figure 4.2: Unity Experiment Scene
to be more effective than a basic white noise burst [15]. Before the noise was used a preparation
silence time of 2s. Thus, each trial was long 5s (see fig. 4.3).
These stimuli are generated considering all of the possible combinations of 6 azimuth values
(from −180◦ to 120◦ in 60◦ steps) and 4 elevation values (from −28.125◦ to 56.250◦ in 28.125◦
steps). It was added one last sound source positioned to the point (0◦, 90◦). The radius of the
sound sources was constant (r = 1).
Figure 4.3: 5s Trail Sound
HRTF Conditions
For each experimental subject, the best personalized HRTF set was selected as seen in chapter 2
using the matlab application drawing pinna contours (A). It was followed by an anthropometric
(see 1.4.4.3 section) best match just using d1 + d2 + d4 instead of each available measurement
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Figure 4.4: Three pictures of Subject-01 at three different distances
in the CIPIC database (C). This criterion was used in previous works in a similar experiment
[3]. Finally, the last HRTF set (B) is given by default to each subject as CIPIC subject 165
(KEMAR). After that, the tested subject was collocated in the virtual reality environment, ready
to follow the VR application instructions.
4.1.3 Procedure
Pinna Images Acquisition
In order to add subjects to the matlab application database, it was required to take pictures of the
subjects pinna. It was important to create a stable procedure that could make possible to take
every subject pinna image in the same conditions. Each subject was seated on a chair ready to
follow instructions for this procedure. It was asked to the subject to center the head in a mirror
placed parallel in front of him/her. The mirror had a straight vertical black line that splitted it
in two halfs and it was asked to close alternatively one eye and see with the other eye if the
closed one was on the vertical black line, until centered. After that, the Galaxy S7 used in the
experiment was fixed to a tripod and, using three different measures,1 from the right ear to the
smartphone camera, the pinna images were taken (see fig. 4.4). Each of the three pictures had
also a measuring tape near the pinna subject useful to extract the pixel-to-meter conversion.
HRTF selection
After the pinna acquisition, the following step was to extract the HRTF using the matlab ap-
plication: the CIPIC ID that had the best match between it and the subject was selected. The
150cm, 100cm, 150cm
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Table 4.1: Latin Square Triads
0 1 2
0 C A B
1 A B C
2 B C A
first operation was to run the application, import the subject in the database with the own pinna
50cm image and manipulate it in order to make it easier to trace contours on it using some
cropping to zoom and rotating to align the nose and the ear canal tools. The trace ear procedure
was done with N = 10 and k = 10 processing the data with M = 5 and the pixel-to-meter tool
extracted from the photo. With the pixel-to-meter conversion already acquired, it was easy to
exploit an additional feature of the application in order to obtain the length to the d1 + d2 + d4
measure.
Latin Square
It was likely that people would have learned how to improve their performance during the VR
experience and there was the risk to see better results in the third session regardless the type
of selected HRTF. That is why the order of the HRTF sets given to the subjects needed to be
randomized. In fact, it has been decided to make a rotation using the following latin square
criterion: the subject i, starting from 0, was assigned to the i mod 3 triad (see table 4.1).
In this way, each subject started the experiment with the first HRTF set, marked with the
first letter in the table, switching to the second one after the end of the first session and to the
third after that.
4.1.4 Evaluation
Extracted Data
After each session, a .txt file was stored in the smartphone with all 25 locations data. Each row
represents the real azimuth and elevation location followed by the pointed ones. To formalize
how each component could change and which values can assume, we consider azimuth values
x ∈ [−180◦, 180◦[ and elevation values y ∈ [−90◦, 90◦].
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Questionnaires
After each of the three different session blocks, a questionnaire was distributed to the tested
subject in order to understand the impressions about confidence and accurateness of the current
session experiment.
Moreover, in order to monitor each subject physic state and check if some sort of correlation
is present between it and the results, at the end of the three sessions, an ending questionnaire is
given about VR experience and sickness.
All the questions in those questionnaires were in the multiple choice form and answers were
given crossing only one of the possible outcomes. All answers could get an integer score from 1
to 7 except the elevation question which had only two possibilities (Yes/No). All these questions
are mainly based on previous works [4] [16].
Session Questionnaires
1. Localizability: estimating the location of the sound source was [More Difficult 1-7 Eas-
ier]
2. Elevation: did you perceive elevation? [No 0-1 Yes]
3. Externalization: was the sound source perceived inside or outside the head? [Lower
externalization 1-7 Higher externalization]
4. Naturalness: how natural (close to real life) did you find the sound reproduction? [Lower
naturalness 1-7 Higher naturalness]
5. Presence: to what degree did you experience a sense of ”being in space”? [Lower 1-7
Higher]
6. Satisfaction: how satisfied were you with your own performance? [Not at all 1-7 Very
much]
7. Confidence: how confident were you that you pointed at the correct location of the sound
source? [Not very confident 1-7 Very confident]
VR Sickness Questionnaires
1. Headtracking: How well did the change in the area you were viewing appear to match
the amount you moved your head (i.e. was the headtracking accurate)? [Not at all 1-7
Completely]
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2. Display: how much did the visual display quality interfere or distract you from perform-
ing assigned tasks or required activities? [Not at all 1-7 Very much]
3. Physical State: how are you feeling today? [Bad 1-7 Good]
4. Aftereffects: did you experience any aftereffects which you think were due to your ex-
perience in the Virtual Environment? [Not at all 1-7 Very much]
4.2 Results
In this section experimental data are reported and analyzed. Starting with the questionnaires ses-
sions and VR sickness data, it is presented the average confidence and supposed performances
about the experiments. They are followed by the data analysis of the actual performances.
Personal subject questionnaires and test data are presented in the Appendix at the end of this
chapter.
4.2.1 Questionnaires
In this subsection, averaged data about all questionnaires are presented starting from perfor-
mances of VR tests and followed by VR sickness.
Sessions Data
Below, tab. 4.2 shows AVG data related to what people thought about HRTF conditions in
average and tab. 4.3 shows AVG data related to what people thought about each of they three
sessions.
Table 4.2: Questionnaires of the three VR sessions (Average on HRTF condition)
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Table 4.3: Questionnaires of the three VR sessions (Average on the number of the session)
VR sickness Data
In tab. 4.4 the overall view of VR sickness data can be seen. In average, all subjects thought
that the headtracking was accurate, the display did not interfere with the experiment, they felt
good that day and did not have any aftereffect due to the VR experience.
Table 4.4: Averaged results about VR sickness questionnaires considering all subjects
4.2.2 VR Tests
Creating an Excel file organized in 15 sheets, one per subject, average and standard deviation
calculations are done for the azimuth and elevation error components. After that, they are copied
and pasted into a new sheet to have a better compact view of data and results2.
Azimuth and Elevation Errors
With regard to the azimuth error, it is has been decided to take the minimum error between the
perceived azimuth location and the real or the cone of confusion one at the same elevation:
XErr1 =
||xreal − xperc| − 360◦| if |xreal − xperc| > 180◦|xreal − xperc| otherwise (4.1)
XErr2 =
||Cone(xperc)− xreal| − 360◦| if |Cone(xperc)− xreal| > 180◦|Cone(xperc)− xreal| otherwise (4.2)
2To simplify each table view, the degree simbol to each elevation and azimuth number has been removed
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XErr = min{XErr1 , XErr2} (4.3)
where Cone(x) gives as output the other azimuth value in the cone of confusion that has
the same absolute angular difference as x with respect to the origin of the hemisphere (0◦ for
the front one, −180◦ or 180◦ for the back one). xreal is the real source azimuth location and the
xperc is the perceived azimuth value pointed by the subject.
The elevation error is calculated as the absolute difference between perceived elevation and
real one:
YErr = |yreal − yperc| (4.4)
Main Results
Starting with the raw data in the 15 tables, the azimuth and elevation error is calculated using
the equations 4.3 4.4 above. Figure 4.5 shows all session AVG results for each HRTF condition
and subject. Figure 4.6 shows all session StD results for each HRTF condition and subject.
Fig. 4.5 shows the linear regression using all the raw data of the perceived elevation for
each HRTF condition. The closer the slope is to 1, the more the elevation was perceived in a
correctly way.
Figure 4.5: Linear regression on all raw elevation data for each HRTF condition (all subjects).
Learning curve
The first important issue was to check how much people would have learnt from the VR ex-
periment, session after session. Questionnaires gave the idea that there was not a fast growing
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Table 4.5: AVG azimuth error (yellow) and AVG elevation (green) of the VR experiment test
for each subject and HRTF condition (A,B,C). Rows represent the AVG error done for each
condition and subject in the experiment.
learning curve except for the elevation perception. (see column Elev in tab. 4.3). Since the
questionnaires did not give critical subject results (i.e. someone that could not understand at
all the correct sound localization or someone that was too much affected by VR sickness), an
additional analysis with the actual data is needed in order to understand how much learning
influenced perception in these experiments.
Doing the average on the mean values of each error session and organized them in a table and
follow the order of the latin square criterion (see tab. 4.5), it was easy to extract table 4.8. The
errors values are quite close to each other thus there was not an average quality improvement of
the score incrementing the number session even if this fact was not coherent with the elevation
data already seen in the questionnaires (tab. 4.3).
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Table 4.6: StD azimuth error (yellow) and StD elevation error (green) of the VR experiment
test for each subject and HRTF condition (A,B,C). Rows represent the StD for each condition
and subject in the experiment.
Filtering Data
An overall analysis of the results allows to discard some outliers, i.e. subjects who behaved
very differently average results. In particular subject-03 can be removed due to his extremely
high number of front-back confusion errors in the (B) condition. Moreover, in particular two
subjects (05,10) did not perceive elevation at all in every HRTF condition3 (see fig. 5.5-5.10).
Eliminating these subjects, new tables for each condition can be made with all the subjects
that had not those results.
Tab. 4.11 represents the new slope and front-back confusion tables among the selected
subjects.
3All personal regression graphs can be seen in the Appendix chapter.
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Table 4.7: Front-back confusion occurrences for each HRTF condition (Left). Linear regression
slopes for elevation data for each HRTF condition (Right).
Table 4.8: AVG azimuth error (yellow) and AVG elevation (green) of the VR experiment test for
each subject and number of session
T-Test
Paired t-test were done for each couple of HRTF conditions. Tables below (4.12-4.13-4.14-
4.15-4.16-4.14) show the six t-test results. Following the Bonferroni correction for multiple
t-tests, the relevant value of p will be 0.025.
With regard to azimuth, no pair condition was found statistically significant different, since
each p was higher than 0.025.
With regard to elevation, (A) and (B) conditions were found statistically significant different
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Table 4.9: AVG azimuth error (yellow) and AVG elevation (green) of the VR experiment test
for each subject and HRTF condition (A,B,C). Rows represent the AVG error done for each
condition and subject in the experiment. Without subjects 03,05,10.
Figure 4.6: Linear regression on all raw elevation data for each HRTF condition. Without
subjects 03,05,10.
having p = 0.005 < 0.025.
With regard to (B) and (C) conditions a statistically significant difference was found having
p = 0.0034 < 0.025.
With regard to (A) and (C) conditions no statistically significant difference was found since
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Table 4.10: StD azimuth error (yellow) and StD elevation error (green) of the VR experiment
test for each subject and HRTF condition (A,B,C). Rows represent the StD for each condition
and subject in the experiment. Without subjects 03,05,10.
Table 4.11: Front-back confusion occurrences for each HRTF condition (Left). Linear regres-
sion slopes for elevation data for each HRTF condition (Right). Without subjects 03,05,10.
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p = 0.046 > 0.025.
Table 4.12: Azimuth errors paired T-Test for the HRTF conditions AB. Without subjects
03,05,10
Table 4.13: Azimuth errors paired T-Test for the HRTF conditions AC. Without subjects
03,05,10
Table 4.14: Azimuth errors paired T-Test for the HRTF conditions BC. Without subjects
03,05,10
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Table 4.15: Elevation errors paired T-Test for the HRTF conditions AB. Without subjects
03,05,10
Table 4.16: Elevation errors paired T-Test for the HRTF conditions AC. Without subjects
03,05,10
Table 4.17: Elevation errors paired T-Test for the HRTF conditions BC. Without subjects
03,05,10
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4.3 Conclusions
All questionnaires were coherent with the results except for the learning elevation curve. People
were more confidence with the (C) condition followed by the (A) and (B) ones and the AVG
results confirmed that order of preference.
Azimuth
Since each t-test gave p higher than the requested value for statistically significant difference,
we can conclude that each of the three condition performed in the same way with regard to the
azimuth component. This is according to the fact that all the conditions were based on pinna
and it involves only elevations performances.
Elevation
Comparing HRTF elevation results of the selected subjects, it can be possible to say that the C
condition performed better in elevation, followed by the A condition and the B one. In average
the elevation error results are very similar but the regressions on all data gave a result of an
almost double slope of C with respect to A and B.
On the other hand, t-tests gave the result that both (A) and (C) conditions are different
statistically from the (B) one but not different from each other.
We can conclude that (A) and (C) conditions are statistically better than the KEMAR generic
function.
4.3.1 Future works
Future applications can be done in order to improve the (A) method. A better weighted metric
can be found to compare each of the three output classifications in addition to find some cri-
terions to select subjects in a pre-processed way to guarantee high results or avoid bad ones.
In a related work submitted for publication [9], the validation of our approach is carried out
improving in the meantime the way to score CIPIC subjects, aiming to better results.
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Chapter 5
Appendix
Figure 5.1: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 01 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.2: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 02 for each HRTF condition
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Table 5.1: Questionnaires of the three VR sessions (First part)
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Table 5.2: Questionnaires of the three VR sessions (Second part)
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Table 5.3: Subjects answers for VR sickness questionnaires
Figure 5.3: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 03 for each HRTF condition
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Figure 5.4: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 04 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.5: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 05 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.6: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 06 for each HRTF condition
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Figure 5.7: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 07 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.8: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 08 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.9: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 09 for each HRTF condition
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Figure 5.10: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 010 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.11: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 011 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.12: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 012 for each HRTF condition
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Figure 5.13: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 013 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.14: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 014 for each HRTF condition
Figure 5.15: Linear regression for elevation data for subject 015 for each HRTF condition
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Table 5.4: Linear regression slopes. Paired T-Test on A-B conditions.
Table 5.5: Linear regression slopes. Paired T-Test on A-C conditions.
Table 5.6: Linear regression slopes. Paired T-Test on B-C conditions.
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Table 5.7: Front-back confusion errors. Paired T-Test on A-B conditions.
Table 5.8: Front-back confusion errors. Paired T-Test on A-C conditions.
Table 5.9: Front-back confusion errors. Paired T-Test on B-C conditions.
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